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Abstract
Document clustering has been used as a core technique in
managing vast amount of data and providing needed information. In on-line environments, generally new information gains
more interests than old one. Traditional clustering focuses on
grouping similar documents into clusters by treating each document with equal weight. We proposed a novelty-based incremental clustering method for on-line documents that has biases on recent documents. In the clustering method, the notion of ‘novelty’ is incorporated into a similarity function and
a clustering method, a variant of the K-means method, is proposed. We examine the efﬁciency and behaviors of the method
by experiments.

1. Introduction
In the recent years, the proliferation of on-line information
services that distribute news, emails, weblogs, etc., has led to
the increase of vast amount of on-line information sources on
the Internet. Given myriad electronic documents, it is difﬁcult
for users to ﬁnd needed information.
Document clustering [2, 3, 9] is a method which groups documents into clusters such that documents in the same cluster
are similar to each other, whereas documents in different clusters are dissimilar. It has been used as a fundamental method in
many areas such as data mining [5], information retrieval [4],
topic detection and tracking [1], and as a preprocessing step for
other algorithms such as text classiﬁcation and news summarization [10, 11].
Generally, in on-line environments, users tend to be interested in new and up-to-date information, especially in the case
of news articles. Thus we proposed a novelty-based document
clustering in [8]. Novelty-based document clustering is a document clustering technique that puts high weights on recent documents and low weights on old ones. The goal of the method
is to produce clustering results reﬂecting current trends of hot
topics.
In this paper, we present a novelty-based incremental document clustering method by proposing a new algorithm based on

the K-means method. We will show two experiments. The objective of the ﬁrst experiment is to evaluate the efﬁciency of our
clustering technique by comparing the computation time of incremental version with non-incremental version of our method.
We will show the efﬁciency of the incremental version of our
proposed method. The objective of the second experiment is to
examine whether the question: “what are recent topics?” is answered. We will show the results of experiments on different
values of parameters and their evaluation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
start in Section 2 by reviewing related work on Topic Detection and Tracking and clustering. Section 3 describes the similarity measure. In Section 4 we introduce the K-means method
and our proposed extended K-means method. Section 5 gives
incremental statistics update and clustering. Section 6 presents
experiments and results. Section 7 concludes the paper and discusses future work.

2. Related work
2.1. Topic detection and tracking
Topic detection and tracking (TDT) is a research project organized by NIST [1]. TDT addresses multiple sources of information, including both text and speech. These sources are
news wires, radio and television news broadcast programs, and
WWW sources. Several TDT evaluation competitions were
held to evaluate research progress and technical capabilities.
TDT research tries to analyze on-line documents such as broadcast news based on the notions of events and topics. The deﬁnition of TDT tasks changes every year. Generally, there are 5
research tasks deﬁned in the TDT program [7]:
Story segmentation - Detect changes between topically
cohesive sections,
Topic tracking - Keep track of stories similar to a set of
example stories,
Topic detection - Build clusters of stories that discuss the
same topic,
First story detection - Detect if a story is the ﬁrst story of
a new, unknown topic,
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Link detection - Detect whether or not two stories are topically linked.
Clustering technique is widely used in many TDT tasks.
However, the goals of TDT tasks are to break an arriving stream
of text from newswire sources into individual news stories, to
monitor the stories for events that have not been seen before,
and to gather the stories into groups such that each group discusses a single news topic [1]. In the TDT detection task, various clustering techniques are used, but the goal of the task is to
generate clusters of stories that discuss the same topic, while
the goal of our novelty-based clustering method is to present
an overview of the current trend of hot topics in the clustering results. Since the goal of our research is different from the
TDT research, we can not use the TDT evaluation framework
directly in our research.

2.2. Document clustering
Traditional document clustering can be categorized into two
main categories: the hierarchical and partitioning methods. Hierarchical clustering methods cluster documents hierarchically
whereas partitioning methods cluster documents by producing
ﬂat clusters.
Conventional hierarchical clustering methods are the single link method, the complete link method and the group
average link method. Partitioning clustering methods include
the K-means method, the K-medoids method, etc. The widely
used partitioning method is the K-means method. The method
is well-known for its efﬁciency compared to the hierarchical
method.
Yang et al. proposed a method called GAC (group-average
clustering) [12] extending Cutting’s Fractionation method [3]
by introducing temporal bucketing and reclustering. News stories are bucketed based on the order in which they are reported.
That is, the method gives a higher priority to grouping temporally proximate stories than to temporally disparate ones. GAC
divides chronologically ordered news stories into buckets and
performs group average method to the buckets and repeatedly
forms clusters hierarchically until a speciﬁed condition is met.
GAC periodically reclusters the stories within each of the top
level clusters by ﬂattening the component clusters and regrowing clusters internally from the leaf nodes.
Yang et al. also proposed the single-pass incremental clustering (INCR) in [12]. INCR sequentially processes the input
documents, one at a time, and grows clusters incrementally. A
new document is assigned to a previous cluster if the similarity
score between the document and the cluster is above a preselected threshold. Otherwise the document becomes the seed of
a new cluster. The method introduces different thresholds for
retrospective and on-line detection. INCR also imposes a time
window in which the linear decaying-weight function is incorporated in the similarity function.
Compared with GAC, our proposed method also uses
chronologically sorted input data and partitions the data into
time windows. Each time window basically corresponds to one
news program which includes multiple news articles. However, our approach does not process all the time windows

in one clustering. When a new time window (a collection of news articles) arrives, a clustering process is triggered
then the result is presented. In addition, GAC is based on a hierarchical method and uses the traditional cosine measure
similarity function. Our novelty-based document clustering technique is based on a partitioning method, the K-means
method, and incorporates the idea of novelty in the similarity function. Compared with INCR which also incorporates
a time window and a linear decaying weight in the similarity function, our method uses exponential decaying
factor by which weight of a document decreases exponentially. High weights are put on recent documents and low
weights on old ones. Our objective is not only to generate clusters but also to reﬂect current trend of hot/recent
topics.
F ICM (Forgetting-Factor-based Incremental Clustering
Method) [8], the former version of our clustering method, devises a forgetting-factor-based similarity function and derives
clustering method partially based on C ICM [2]. In the clustering algorithm, F ICM ﬁrst computes the seeds from documents and then classiﬁes documents sequentially based on
the seeds. The difference between this paper and our previous paper [8] is that both papers share the same similarity
formulas and incremental statistics update, but this paper is different from [8] mainly in the clustering criteria
and algorithm, and more concrete experiments and evaluation.

3. Similarity measure
In this section, we brieﬂy provide an overview of the
novelty-based similarity function introduced in F ICM.
The similarity measure of our clustering method is derived from the document forgetting model [8]. The model
is based on a simple intuition: the values of on-line documents delivered everyday are considered to be gradually losing
their values as time passes.
The model introduces the notion of a forgetting factor. Every document is assigned an initial weight one when it is acquired from its source. The document weight gradually decays
as time passes according to the rate speciﬁed by the forgetting
factor. The weight of document at time is deﬁned as:
(1)
1) is the forgetting factor and (
)
in which (0
is the acquisition time of each document . To set the parameter , we assume that the user gives a half-life span value .
It speciﬁes the period that a document loses half of its weight.
Namely, satisﬁes
. Therefore, can be derived as
(2)
If is the number of documents in the repository, the total
weight of all documents is:
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(3)

We deﬁne the subjective probability that the document
randomly selected from the document set as:

is

and
(13)

(4)
That is, when a document is acquired from a news provider,
of the document is
. As
the selection probability
time passes, the selection probability decreases and approaches
zero. This selection probability indicates the effect that our approach is ‘forgetting’ old documents.
is obtained
The conditional probability that a document
when is given is:

(14)
(15)
the similarity formula can be transformed as:
(16)

4. Clustering algorithm based on K-means
method
(5)
The co-occurrence probability of document

and

is:

4.1. K-means clustering method
The K-means method [9] is one of the commonly used clustering methods in data mining and in topic detection and tracking [12]. Its general algorithm is:

(6)

1. Select K documents randomly and form initial K clusters.
2. Compute initial cluster representatives.

This co-occurrence probability of the two documents is deﬁned as the similarity score between them
(7)
From the above similarity formula, we can say that the more
becomes old, the smaller its similarity scores
a document
valwith other documents as old documents have small
ues. By introducing the forgetting factor into similarity calculation, we can obtain clustering results based on similarity and
novelty of documents.
used in above formula is the occurrence probThe
ability of term in document

3. Remaining documents are compared with the cluster representatives and assigned to the most appropriate cluster.
4. If there is no change to cluster assignment result, terminate the procedure. Otherwise, re-compute the cluster representatives and return to step 3.

4.2. Clustering index
Our clustering algorithm introduces the clustering index G,
which is computed by:
(17)

(8)
where
.

is the number of occurrences of term in document
can be deﬁned by the Bayes’ theorem as

where
ter

is the number of documents in cluster
, and
is the average similarity of documents in clusand is deﬁned as:

(9)
If n is the total number of documents, the occurrence probabil, can be derived by
ity of term ,
(10)
The above deﬁned similarity formula can be written as:
(11)
If we represent document vector
ing scheme

of

by

weight(12)

(18)
is used as a measure to decide the goodness and
is regarded as an
poorness of a clustering result.
intra-cluster similarity.

4.3. Proposed clustering algorithm
Our proposed algorithm is an extension of the K-means algorithm. The K-means algorithm is extended considering the
characteristics of the similarity formula shown above. A document is allocated to a cluster such that the assignment makes
the largest increase on the intra-cluster similarity.
Initial process
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1. Select K documents randomly and form initial K
clusters.

is the sum of the similarity of each document in cluster
with itself:

2. Compute cluster representatives.

(23)

3. Compute the intra-cluster similarities and the clustering index G.
Repetition process
1. For each document d, do the following two steps:
(a) For each cluster, compute the intra-cluster similarity when d is appended to the cluster.
(b) Assign d to the cluster of which the increase
of intra-cluster similarity is the largest. If any
assignment does not increase the intra-cluster
similarity, put d into the outlier list.

The average similarity in cluster
written as

,

, can be

(24)
If cluster
(

and

have no same elements

), then

2. Recompute cluster representatives.
3. Recompute G and take it as
4. If
pre-deﬁned constant.

.

If

5. Return to Step 1.
Documents put in the outlier list are regarded as normal documents in the next iteration since the documents may not fall in
the outlier list next time as contents of clusters will change.
Our extended K-means method introduces a clearer criterion for clustering convergence and the handling of outliers,
those documents which are considered not relevant to other
documents in the clustering dataset.

4.4. Efﬁcient calculation using cluster representative
In the step 1 of the repetition process of our proposed clustering method, the computation overhead of the average simi, shown in formula (18), for each cluster each
larity,
time a document is removed or appended to the cluster, is very
large. So we will show below the efﬁcient computation of the
by using cluster representatives. This is an extended
idea of Scatter/Gather [3].
If m is the total number of index term, vector of cluster repis deﬁned by
resentative of cluster
(19)
For

(25)

, terminate, where is a

,
(20)

The similarity between cluster representatives of cluster
is deﬁned by

is a singleton cluster, that is

(26)
That is, to compute the
of an existing cluster
when
is appended to the cluster, we need to compute the similarity of cluster representatives
only since
,
and
are computed once when
is created and can be used as many times as recluster
quired in one clustering iteration. By using the formula (26),
when a docuwe can reduce the cost to re-compute
ment is appended to a cluster.
We can formulate similar update formulas for deletion when
a document is removed from a cluster. They are omitted for
simplicity.

5. Incremental statistics update and clustering
In traditional document clustering, clustering is performed
from scratch. However, since our target documents are on-line
documents such as news articles which are delivered continually, we should take such dynamic nature into consideration.
Our novelty-based document clustering method incorporates the incremental statistics updating process and incremental clustering process as shown below.

and

5.1. Incremental statistics update
(21)

Then, the self similarity of cluster representative of cluster
,
, can be expanded as
(22)

The values of some statistics and probabilities such as document weight
, total weight of all documents
, the selection probability
, etc., change with time and when new
documents are incorporated into the document repository. Recalculating those statistics and probabilities from scratch tends
to be costly for a large dataset. In our approach, the values
of those statistics and probabilities are updated incrementally
by using the values of previous statistics and probabilities to
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,

achieve efﬁcient updates. We will brieﬂy introduce the incremental calculation of some values below. Details are described
in [8].
Let the last update time of the given document set consisting
be
. Namely, the most recent
of documents
documents are incorporated into the document set at
.
Then suppose that
new documents
are
. Therefore, their acquisiappended at the time
. Let all the
tion times are
index terms contained in the document set at time
be
and the additional terms incorporated by the insertion of documents
be
.
’s: First we consider the update of
1. Updating of
. We have already asweights of documents
signed a weight
to each document (
)
. These weights have to be upat the last update time
dated to
in this update time. Since the relationship
(27)
holds between
and
, we can easily derive
from
by simply multiplying
to
. This property for the efﬁcient update is due to the
selection of the exponential forgetting factor in our document forgetting model.
,
For the new incoming documents
we simply set
(
).
2. Updating of
: For the total weight of all the documents
, we can utilize the following update formula:

(28)
3. Calculation of
ity of document

’s:
, the occurrence probabil, is given by
(29)

Since we have already obtained
in Step 1 and 2, we can easily calculate
required.

3. Perform clustering based on the proposed variant of the
K-means clustering procedure shown above, but reuse
the cluster representatives of the previous clustering performed at the timestamp and take them as the initial
cluster representatives. The idea behind this is that the
clustering tendency does not change greatly with minor
modiﬁcation to the target document set. Using the previous clustering results, we can accelerate the clustering
process.

6. Experimentation
6.1. Experiment 1
The objective of this experiment is to evaluate the efﬁciency
of our clustering method by comparing the computation time
of the incremental version and non-incremental version of our
method.
In this experiment, we use data in the original TDT2 corpus
[1]. The corpus consists of chronologically ordered news articles obtained from 6 newswire sources and TV/radio broadcast
services, including ABC, APW, CNN, NYT, PRI and VOA,
from January 4th to June 30th 1998. This corpus consists of approximately 64,400 documents. The experiment is performed
on a PC with Pentium 4 CPU, speed 3.2 GHz and 1 GB of
RAM. The program is written using Ruby programming language. We use the parameter values K = 32, half life span =
7 days and life span = 14 days. They correspond to
and
.
We execute the clustering method on the data from Jan 4th
to Jan 18th (4,327 docs) using the non-incremental version of
our approach. The statistics update takes 25min21sec and clustering takes 58min17sec. On the other hand, suppose that we
already have the clustering results performed on Jan 4th to Jan
17th. Thus when we reuse the statistics and clustering results
of the Jan 4th to Jan 17th, i.e., we process only the data on
Jan 18th (205 docs), we can achieve statistics updating time
1min45sec and clustering time 15min25sec. Table 1 depicts the
computation times just described.

and
when it is

5.2. Incremental novelty-based document clustering
We use the following incremental clustering procedure. Let
be the timestamp when the previous clustering was performed, and
be the current timestamp.
arrived in the pe1. Incorporate new documents
riod
into the target document set.
2. Delete old documents such that satisfy
,
where is a constant obtained from a user by specifying a
life span value , the period that all documents in the document set are active. The value is derived as
.
Then update statistics for all documents in the document
set using the method shown above.

Approach
Non-incremental
Incremental

IEEE

Statistics Updating
25min21sec
1min45sec

Clustering
58min17sec
15min25sec

Table 1. Computation times of incremental and
non-incremental approaches

We can say that using the incremental approach we can
achieve efﬁcient statistics update and clustering. In statistics
update, the computation time is approximately proportional to
the number of the documents to be updated. Hence, the incremental approach outperforms the non-incremental one since
the number of documents to be updated is relatively small compared to the number of existing documents in the repository.
For clustering, the computation time depends heavily on the
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Dataset
Jan4-Jan18
Jan18

characteristics of the documents themselves and on the number of iterations. For incremental clustering, we think that a
new cluster structure does not change much from the previous structure even if small number of documents are added and
thus achieve faster computation time.
Although the incremental approach is obviously better in
computation time, a question may arise concerning whether
the incremental approach can provide similar clustering quality compared to the non-incremental approach. We will investigate this issue in future work.

Table 5: Some Topics in selected TDT2 corpus
from Jan4-Jun30 1998
Topic ID
20001
20002
20004
20005
20011
20012
20013
20014
20015
20017
20018
20019
20020
20021
20022
20023
20026
20030
20031
20032
20033
20036
20039
20040
20041
20042
20043
20044
20046
20047
20048
20062
20063
20064
20065
20070
20071
20074
20075
20076
20077
20078
20079
20082
20083
20085
20086
20087
20088
20096
20097
20098
20099
20100

6.2. Experiment 2
The main objective of our method is to answer to the question: “what are recent topics?”. Recent topics should appear in
the clustering results while old topics should not.
6.2.1. Experimental dataset The original TDT2 corpus as
mentioned in Section 6.1 approximately consists of 64,000
documents from January 4th to June 30th 1998. However, there
are only 11,201 documents are labeled with “YES” and/or
“BRIEF” in the selected 100 topics (but 4 topics contain no
documents) by the Linguistic Data Consortium [6]. In addition, we found that some documents among the annotated documents are marked with more than one label. Therefore, we
selected documents which are marked with only one “YES”
label and used in our experiments. The portion of TDT2 corpus which are marked with only one “YES” label consists of
7,578 documents corresponding to 96 topics dated from January 4th to June 30th 1998.
We split the selected 7,578 documents from January 4th to
June 30th into 6 time windows. Each time window consists
of news stories of 30 days, except for the last time window
which consists of only 28 days. The ﬁrst to sixth time windows
consist of news stories for the period Jan4-Feb2, Feb3-Mar4,
Mar5-Apr3, Apr4-May3, May4-Jun2 and Jun3-Jun30, respectively. The statistics of the divided time window is shown in
Table 2, and some topics, including the number of documents
in the topics and topic names, of the selected corpus are presented in Table 5.

No. of docs
No. of topics
Min. topic size
Max. topic size
Med. topic size
Mean topic size

First
1820
30
1
461
16.5
60.67

Second
2393
44
1
875
6
54.39

Third
823
47
1
129
4
17.51

Fourth
570
39
1
96
5
14.62

Fifth
1090
40
1
327
4.5
27.25

Sixth
882
43
1
138
4
20.51

Table 2. Time window statistics for selected
TDT2 subset

6.2.2. Experimental setting We apply our method to the
time window data described in the previous section using nonincremental processing version of our proposed method. For
this experiment, we do not use the incremental version as we

IEEE

Topic Name
Asian Economic Crisis
Monica Lewinsky Case
McVeigh’s Navy Dismissal & Fight
Upcoming Philippine Elections
State of the Union Address
Pope visits Cuba
1998 Winter Olympics
African Leaders and World Bank Pres.
Current Conﬂict with Iraq
Babbitt Casino Case
Bombing AL Clinic
Cable Car Crash
China Airlines Crash
Tornado in Florida
Diane Zamora
Violence in Algeria
Oprah Lawsuit
Pension for Mrs. Schindler
John Glenn
Sgt. Gene McKinney
Superbowl ’98
Rev. Lyons Arrested
India Parliamentary Elections
Tello (Maryland) Murder
Grossberg baby murder
Asteroid Coming??
Dr. Spock Dies
National Tobacco Settlement
Great Lake Champlain??
Viagra Approval
Jonesboro shooting
Mandela visits Angola
Bird Watchers Hostage
Race Relations Meetings
Rats in Space!
India, A Nuclear Power?
Israeli-Palestinian Talks (London)
Nigerian Protest Violence
Food Stamps
Anti-Suharto Violence
Unabomber
Denmark Strike
Akin Birdal Shot & Wounded
Abortion clinic acid attacks
World AIDS Conference
Saudi Soccer coach sacked
GM Strike
NBA ﬁnals
Anti-Chinese Violence in Indonesia
Clinton-Jiang Debate
Martin Fogel’s law degree
Cubans returned home
Oregon bomb for Clinton?
Goldman Sachs - going public?

have observed that the clustering results generated by the incremental and the non-incremental versions of our method are
roughly close to each other. In addition, the incremental clustering is suited for on-line setting in which documents are delivered continuously. However, this experiment only requires
the ﬁnal result when we have processed all the documents in a
time window. Therefore, batch-oriented non-incremental version is suited for this experiment. Furthermore, the purpose of
this experiment is to evaluate the performance of our method
based on different values of half life span parameters, and not
to evaluate the performance of the incremental and the nonincremental approach.
To answer to the question “what are recent topics?”, we perform two experiments. They are designed to observe clustering
results using two different half life span values, 7 days and 30
and
respectively.
days, which correspond to
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Count
1034
923
19
38
18
150
530
2
1439
17
99
110
32
53
30
125
70
2
36
126
83
5
119
6
26
29
15
277
5
93
125
2
16
11
60
415
201
50
7
225
117
15
8
4
17
8
138
79
5
64
2
9
1
8

Precision:
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㪈㪇㩼
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㪈㪍㩷㩿㪉㪇㪇㪇㪉㪀

㪈㪌㩷㩿㪉㪇㪇㪈㪌㪀

㪈㪋㩷㩿㪉㪇㪇㪋㪋㪀

㪈㪊㩷㩿㪉㪇㪇㪈㪏㪀

㪈㪉㩷㩿㪉㪇㪇㪇㪉㪀

㪈㪈㩷㩿㪉㪇㪇㪈㪌㪀

㪐㩷㩿㪉㪇㪇㪇㪈㪀

㪈㪇㩷㩿㪉㪇㪇㪉㪊㪀

㪏㩷㩿㪉㪇㪇㪇㪈㪀

㪎㩷㩿㪉㪇㪇㪇㪐㪀

㪍㩷㩿㪉㪇㪇㪈㪌㪀

㪌㩷㩿㪉㪇㪇㪈㪌㪀

㪋㩷㩿㪉㪇㪇㪈㪌㪀

㪊㩷㩿㪉㪇㪇㪈㪊㪀

㪉㩷㩿㪉㪇㪇㪇㪏㪀

㪇㩼
㪈㩷㩿㪉㪇㪇㪊㪊㪀

6.2.3. Experimental results We evaluate the clustering results produced by our method using the following performance
measures:

life span values is shown in Table 4. Generally speaking, the
long half life span
has better results than
, but
does
this is an expected result since the evaluation measure
not consider the novelty of topics. Since
resembles the
conventional clustering, it shows better
scores.

㪇㩷㩿㪉㪇㪇㪈㪌㪀

The idea behind this selection is that the 7-day half life span assigns smaller weights to old documents and higher weights to
recent ones in the clustering period. In the two experiments,
we choose the same values for other parameters: K = 24 and
life span = 30 days1 . The 30-day life span will enable all documents to stay active during the clustering period since we use
30-day time window.
Moreover, a single forgetting factor value is applied to all
documents in the selected dataset. We assume that all news articles have the same aging speed regardless of which topics
an article is about. Choosing different forgetting factor values
is unfeasible in our unsupervised learning clustering approach
since we do not know in advance which topics a document belongs to before we group them and get clustering results. Moreover, The use of single half life span or forgetting factor enable
the achievement of efﬁciency in incremental processing of our
clustering approach.

㪚㫃㫌㫊㫋㪼㫉㩷㪠㪛㩷㩿㪫㫆㫇㫀㪺㩷㪠㪛㪀
㪧㫉㪼㪺㫀㫊㫀㫆㫅 㪩㪼㪺㪸㫃㫃

Figure 1. Clustering result for Jan4-Feb2 with 7day half life span

Recall:
where a, b and c refer to the number of documents in each category in Table 3 respectively.

In cluster
Not in cluster

On topic
a
c

Not on topic
b
d
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Figure 2. Clustering result for Jan4-Feb2 with
30-day half life span

What we want to investigate in this paper is whether cluscan detect “hot” topics and
tering of short half life span
forget obsolete topics. We examine the properties of clustering results of the two different half life span values and how
they answer to our question. Generally, recent topics appear in
the clustering results of the 7-day half life span while old topics
in the clustering period do not. In addition, some topics which
have small number of documents but are recent topics are presented in the 7-day half life span clustering results but not presented in the clustering results of 30-day half life span. We will
show some examples to prove this.
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For the two clustering results, we compare our system generated clusters with the selected TDT2 topics and compute the
precision and recall for each cluster. We determine a cluster is
marked with a topic if the precision of the topic in the cluster is equal or greater than 0.60. If a cluster has no precision
larger than 0.60, then the cluster is not marked with any topic.
Figure 1 to Figure 4 are some examples of the precision and recall for the ﬁrst and fourth time windows for the two half life
span values.
We measure global performance of our method by microavand macroaverage
[12].
is the harmonic mean
erage
is obtained by
of recall and precision. The microaverage
merging the Table 3 for each marked cluster by summing the
corresponding cells and then using the merged table to prois
duce global performance measures. The macroaverage
obtained by producing per-cluster performance measures, then
averaging the corresponding measures [12]. The global perforand macroaverage
for the clusmance by microaverage
tering results of the six time windows with the different half
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ﬁrst (
/
second (
/
third (
/
fourth (
/
ﬁfth (
/
sixth (
/
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Microaverage
0.34 / 0.52
0.40 / 0.55
0.32 / 0.53
0.39 / 0.53
0.39 / 0.53
0.51 / 0.60

Macroaverage
0.42 / 0.59
0.50 / 0.67
0.37 / 0.61
0.48 / 0.59
0.50 / 0.57
0.55 / 0.66
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Table 4. Microaverage
and macroaverage
for clustering results of the six time windows
with different half life span values
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Figure 3. Clustering result for Apr4-May3 with 7day half life span
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by the 30-day one as the topic occurred recently in the Apr4May3 time window. Even if the number of documents for the
topic in the period is very small (10 documents), the clustering of 7-day half life span can still detect the topic.
Topic 20078 “Denmark Strike” happened in late of the 4th
clustering period Apr4-May3 and early of the 5th one May4Jun2, all in small number of occurrences. The histogram of the
topic is shown in Figure 7. In the Apr4-May3 clustering period, the clustering of 7-day half life span generated the topic
impressively with value one for recall and high precision while
the clustering of the 30-day one can not.
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Figure 4. Clustering result for Apr4-May3 with
30-day half life span
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For example, topic 20074 “Nigerian Protest Violence” as
shown by the histogram in Figure 5, the topic scattered in the
histogram, but slightly more densely in the fourth (Apr4-May3)
and sixth (Jun3-Jun30) time window. The topic appears in the
clustering of 7-day half life span in the fourth time window
as the topic occurred quite recently in the period, but not in
the clustering of the 30-day one. In the sixth time window, the
topic appeared quite early in the period, so the clustering of 7day half life span does not detect the topic but the 30-day one
does.
Another example is topic 20077 about “Unabomber”. As
shown by its histogram in Figure 6, the topic occurred at the
ﬁrst half of the ﬁrst time window (Jan4-Feb2) and disappeared
and then emerged again late of the fourth time window (Apr4May3). In the Jan4-Feb2 time window clustering result, the
topic appears in the clustering with 30-day half life span, but
not in the 7-day one. But in the Apr4-May3 time window, the
topic is captured in a small cluster with 7 documents in the
clustering result of 7-day half life span, but is not generated
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Figure 5. Histogram for topic 20074

As another observation, we can notice that sizes of topics
of the dataset we used in the experiments ﬂuctuate wildly between small and large topics, so our clustering method generally groups documents of those large topics into several clusters. For example, topic 20001 “Asian Economic Crisis” (histogram shown in Figure 8) and topic 20002 “Monica Lewinsky
Case” (histogram shown in Figure 9) appears in more than one
clusters in the clustering results of the ﬁrst time window (Figure 1 and Figure 2).
In summary, the clustering of 30-day half life span produces
better results with higher precision and recall than the one with
7-day half life span as shown in some ﬁgures of the recall and
precision and the averaged measures in Table 4. We can say that
if one wants a clustering with larger precision and recall without the notion of novelty, 30-day half life span or larger half life
span values are a good choice. However, if one wants a clus-
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Figure 6. Histogram for topic 20077
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Figure 8. Histogram for topic 20001
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Figure 9. Histogram for topic 20002

Figure 7. Histogram for topic 20078
tering which produces recent hot topics, then smaller half life
span values such as 7 days are superior.
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alyze the properties of the method.
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